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Beside Mental State Exam Sampler
David Darby PhD FRACP
Enquiries: ddarby@cogstate.com

General
These pages provide a brief guide to the use of the hints and test items on the bedside sampler pages.
This can form the basis for a basic neurobehavioural examination. It is not meant to be exhaustive, and
largely provides qualitative information to be used in clinical hypothesis generation and testing. It also
includes techniques that should not interfere with more standardized tests performed by colleague
neuropsychologists, and hence can be used also where expert psychological evaluation will likely follow.
In addition, the tests provided are not very difficult, being aimed to uncover significant deficits rather
than subtle ones in higher functioning individuals.
It is arranged in broad cognitive domains, with reminders of useful techniques that can be used to assess
some aspects of each domain. Remember that “cognitive domains” is an artificial parcellation of cognitive
abilities used here to evaluate the relative strengths of a patient in each, in order to raise hypotheses
about possible domain specific impairment. Cognitive domains can be conceptualized as hierarchical,
with a foundation of attentional stability being critical for higher domain integrity. Deficits in lower order
abilities will likely lead to deficits seen in more complex functions, with the commonality being the lower
order difficulties.
It should be clearly understood that this is not a recipe book for determining domain dysfunction.
Deficits in a single test should raise hypotheses about the reasons for such failure. Often qualitative
features will aid such hypothesis generation. Other tests can then be used to explore these hypotheses (i.e.
the “hypothesis testing” method). Inability to perform a test of “executive function” does therefore not
mean the patient has a primary executive domain dysfunction. They may fail such a test for motivational,
fatigue, attentional, language, memory, etc reasons. However, if lower order abilities have been assessed
as intact, then the likelihood of a complex attentional or executive dysfunction is much more likely.
It is also important to decide whether to use this sort of sampler or not. If you decide it will be useful in
your armamentarium of cognitive testing skills, then practice it and avoid the temptation to use “newer”
batteries that will always emerge over time. If you already use one which has similar breadth of domain
coverage, then continue to use it (you may sometimes supplement your hypothesis testing with examples
from this sampler). The most important aspect of any mental status testing is to be able to appreciate
“normal” or the range of normal behaviour, which can only come after using a tool sufficiently often that
it’s nuances become familiar (as in other medical examination techniques such as auscultation or
funduscopy). Once aware of the usual variations, abnormal performances will clearly stand out. Gaining
such experience unfortunately takes time and effort.
The sampler can be printed, and cut out along the dotted lines to fit more neatly in a pocket. Asterisks
beside items mean there is an additional item (i.e. a picture or box) often on pages 3 or 4. Below are notes
that may help explain the uses and limitations of these aides.

State Functions
A patient must be conscious, not severely depressed and motivated to do their best for the results of
interview and cognitive testing to be valid or useful.
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A patient’s response to an extended hand gesture may be abnormal for multiple reasons (raising the
possibility of developmental, psychiatric, language, musculo-skeletal, praxic, or other conditions).
Apart from many other obvious reasons, introduction by name can allow later recall testing.
The importance of observations made during the history taking cannot be over-emphasized.

Distributed Domains
Establish whether they are oriented to the interview and their situation early.
Simple attention and concentration needs to be intact for the valid assessment of more complex domain
abilities. Impairment of simple attention can be assessed by digit span forwards (DF). The aide provides
some random sequences of digits rather than having to make these up. If DF is poor or very unstable, it is
likely they have a confusional state. Poor DF would confirm an impression during interview of confusion
(blanking, blocking, variable alertness, easily distracted, etc). Digit span in reverse (DR) is a more
complex ability.
Typical instructions for DF: “I am going to say some numbers to you. Please repeat them back to me. For
example if I say: “1, 2, 3”, you say...? (wait for response). Good.(or say the correct response) ...” Then read
numbers out as printed. If they get the first one of the pair of same length number strings correct, move
onto the next larger string. If they are incorrect on the first, read out the second. If they fail both, use the
highest correct DF as their result.
Instructions for DR: “Good. Now repeat the numbers I say in reverse order. For example, if I say “1, 2, 3”,
you say...? (wait for response) Good, or say the correct response). Try these...” etc.
Normal span is DF 7 ±  2, even in 80’s, and DR no more than 2 less than forward span.

Memory Encoding
Memory testing should be done early in the examination since assessment of delayed recall requires time
to pass during which other abilities are assessed. This sampler provides several examples of memory
tests of varying difficulty but not nearly as difficult as conventional neuropsychological tests using word
lists or complex copied figures. The most useful is the 3 Words 3 Shapes Test (3W3S, designed by
Mesulam and Weintraub). This test allows sampling of each of the phases of new learning (i.e. incidental
recall, drilling based acquisition, delayed recall after distraction, and cued/prompted recognition), for
both verbal and visual memory abilities. Specific instructions on using this are appended. Note that one
form of this test’s stimuli appear in the bottom pane of page 3, and the multiple choice stimuli appear in
the lower two panes of page 4.
If the examiner deems 3W3S too hard for a patient, then 3 Objects/3 Locations can be used. The objects
should preferably be personal ones (eg keys, wallet, pen) hidden around the room in 3 different locations
out of sight. In this (and all memory testing of recall after delay), it is important to ensure they have
encoded the objects and locations before other interpolated tasks are commenced.

Retrograde Testing
This is a highly qualitative subjective evaluation of the patient’s grasp and recall of past events both in
their own life and externally. If possible, examples extending over days, weeks, months and years should
be evaluated to assist with assessment of whether more distant memories remain better preserved which
is typical of many amnestic disorders. Autobiographical memory testing is generally hard to do and score
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but an approximate idea of the integrity of their personal chronological record can be obtained by
probing the consistency of their own past medical history.

Complex Attentional/Executive Functions
Executive functions are conceptually the highest of human behaviour and hence are difficult to describe
comprehensively. For the purposes of a simple bedside evaluation, they include generation of plans,
concept formation and abstraction, monitoring and regulation of behaviour and impulse control, though
clues to executive problems are much more frequently elicited during the history. It should also be
understood clearly that the absence of bedside “executive” deficits in no way excludes an executive
dysfunction with many such afflicted patients showing minimal or no neuropsychological test
abnormalities. In addition, patients may make mistakes on these tasks for reasons other than executive
deficits. A long testing session can introduce fatigue, with deficits also appearing in the most difficult
tasks as well as those towards the end of the session. It is recommended that these simple examples of
executive assessments be interpreted with great caution and only in the context-defining problems raised
by the history.
Verbal fluency testing is usually of two types, assessing first letter based fluency or category fluency. The
former is typically done using the letters F,A,S by neuropsychologists. This is such a common test that we
recommend it be done but with an alternate set of comparably common letters - C,L,M, leaving the
conventional form for neuropsychological colleagues.
Letter fluency (sometimes called “phonemic fluency”) tasks are made more difficult for patients with
executive deficits by constraining their output using rules (no proper nouns, no repeated stems (eg “eat,
eating, eaten, etc”), no numbers). Output is written down in columns with a horizontal line after each 15
second period (total of 1 minute). This allows later inspection of the qualitative aspects of their output.
Category fluency specifically removes these constraints, and the instructions should emphasize that any
word that is within the category requested is acceptable (eg “any item you might find in a supermarket”).
Some patients show dissociations between these fluency tasks (e.g. AD patients may generate more
category-based words, anterior FTD patients the opposite generally producing more initial than
subsequent words).
As a rough guide to performance on fluency tasks, a 10 year old with an average IQ (100) should generate
at least 10 for each minute.
Alternating sequences are a qualitative technique. Three types of alternating stimuli are drawn on a page.
The first is a series of looped lines with 2 loops then 3 loops (each pair drawn twice). The patient is
requested to copy these below the originals then “continue the sequence”. Their ability to recognize the
alternation and not perseverate is observed. The second is alternating handwritten joined “m” and “n”
letters and their ability to continue this sequence without merging the vertical lines is evaluated. The
third is presented on pane 2 of page 3 of the aide (joined squares and triangles). This test suffers from
being purely qualitative and insensitive, generally showing only gross changes.
The Go-No-Go Test may help demonstrate poor impulse control and perseveration particularly where a
patient cannot inhibit a stereotyped response of 2 taps to the examiner’s 2 taps.
Motor sequencing examines the ability to organize and regulate a simple sequence of hand movements
(Fist-Edge-Palm test, FEP) or opposite hand postures. The examiner demonstrates the 3 postures of his R
hand on the table twice (to make the task seem more difficult). The alternating hand movements starts
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with both hands on the table but one with a fist and the other hand open. The demonstration shows the
fist opening simultaneously as the open hand closes repeatedly. Stereotyped responses are seen where
both hands perform the same movement simultaneously. These tests are also very subjective in nature
and should be interpreted with caution.
Verbal abstraction examples are provided. For proverbs, it is good to have one that is so unusual the
patient has never heard of it. This is conceivably a better test than an over-learned proverb response. The
similarities test instructions generally should start with “Why are the following alike?” and only use the
more specific prompt “They are both...?” once if they are having trouble understanding they should
provide the superordinate linking category.

Memory Recall (15-20’)
It is important NOT to forget to test the delayed recall of whatever memory encoding test was given!

Discrete Domains
Language
The aides suggested in this section include all recommended aspects of language testing with simple
stimuli provided. The results of such testing may help in classifying the type of language abnormality
present (e.g. using the peri-sylvian language model of the aphasias, form of alexia or agraphia) as well as
determining preserved skills.
Spontaneous language is evaluated from that elicited by interview. The picture on pane 1 of page 4 can
also be used if a more standardized approach is required.
Naming can use readily available items (body parts, apparel, jewellery, accoutrements, etc) but a more
standardized test is provided. The CERAD 15 item naming test on page 5 has 3 rows of decreasing word
frequency items to be named. The instructions are simply “What is this?” for each item. They score
correctly if they get the specific name of the item within 20 seconds, otherwise they get 0 for that item.
You can also evaluate their ability to improve using cues (initially a semantic one to determine perceptual
errors, followed by a phonemic prompt using the first syllable is usual). Very low scores are suggestive of
a semantic knowledge problem, particularly if not assisted by cueing.
Comprehension testing also uses conversational interaction performance, and if desired more specific
testing suggestions are provided. Readily available items can be named and requested to be pointed out.
Beyond this, a “Token Test” type of examination can use a pen, watch and keys as described in the aide
with increasing difficulty (see the box).
The “lion/tiger” sentence examines understanding of passive expressions: “If a lion was killed by a tiger,
which animal is still alive?”. Conceptual comprehension examples are also given in the box.
“Father’s brother” refers to Luria’s puzzles which are of the form: “Is my father’s brother the same person
as my brother’s father?”.
Repetition testing can be aided by the different levels of difficulty provided (single words to abstract
sentences).
Reading examples are provided. Pane 1 of page 2 has a short story as well as examples of regular,
irregular, ambiguous and nonsense words. The box contains a reminder of the major features of some
alexias.
Writing can be tested in detail if desired using the examples provided.  If words for dictation are
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required, the ones in the box can be used. Another box highlights the features of the some agraphias.
Numbers/Calculation can be tested by writing, reading, copying and pointing out ones spoken aloud.
Some simple examples are given, with the note that subtractions where there is a “carrying-over” of
digits are much more difficult for a person with a spatial acalculia (or quasi-spatial dyscalculia).
Luria’s 18 books problem is: “There are 18 books on 2 shelves. If there are twice as many books on one
shelf as the other, how many books are on each shelf?” (Answer: 12 & 6). The utterances of the patient
will often help the examiner understand the nature of their difficulties (e.g. planning, organization, clang
associations, echolalia, stereotyped responses etc).
Praxis can be tested at many different levels. Some of these include “Bucco-facial” (BF), single or both
limb, and sequence testing, to verbal command, but if they fail imitation or actual object use. Examples
are given in the box.

Neglect
Neglect has many variants. The aide lists some of these. Inattention to visual, auditory or tactile double
simultaneous stimulation (DSS) can be dissociated and added to the usual neurological examination, as
can raising the arms to elicit motor neglect. Exploratory neglect can be tested by asking the patient to find
a small object (or crumpled piece of paper) on a flat surface. Times to find objects in the neglected
hemispace will be longer.

Figure: target visual cancellation symbol

Drawing tests can elicit neglect suggested in the history, and page 6 provides a visual cancellation test
developed by Weintraub with seemingly random symbols. Note that the black triangle centrally should
be pointed up. The patient is instructed to put a diagonal line through all symbols that look like the figure
above. Ensure they can perceive this symbol before testing. The are timed. Different colored pencils can
be substituted during the test (e.g. every 15 seconds or at important transitions) to allow later assessment
of the strategy. The score is the total symbols correctly crossed in each quadrant (with scoring aided by
folding the page in half twice with 15 in each quarter).

Construction/Visuospatial Perception
History or naming tests may have suggested perceptual difficulties. Simple copying of various figures
(e.g. those suggested in pane 2 of page 3. The principle is to use increasingly complex figures. The clock
drawing test is also useful but may be abnormal for many reasons beyond visuospatial domain
dysfunction. This aide suggests requesting they place hands at the time of “11.10” because this has
physical positions that lead to clang associations. Other times may be more informative given different
hypotheses (e.g. “1.50” for exploring conceptual difficulties).

Object recognition
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Visual object agnosia is either apperceptive or associative (see box). Some suggested stages for evaluation
are given to determine at what point the patient fails.

Prosopagnosia
The typical prosopagnosia evaluation uses pictures of famous people so that the faces are common to
both examiner and patient. Such patients can recognize faces as faces, but not the individual faces apart
or the same face from different perspectives or situations. They will describe the parts of the faces as
being distinctive (“blue eyes”, etc). If they fail to recognize family members who are present, then
recognition should improve when they speak, however this is much harder to control due to recognizable
clothing or other accoutrements.

Three Words Three Shapes Test (3W3S)

Instructions
1. Overview: to watch patient’s ability to register (encode) simple visual and verbal material, see how
much is retained when they are not expecting to remember it (incidental recall), ensure they attain an
assessable level of encoding (5 or the 6 items) and then see how much is “lost” (retrieved) after a delay
(20-30 mins). If less than all 6 items are recalled spontaneously, then test their recognition of the material
by presenting the items mixed in with distractors (complete loss of the information will not be aided by
showing the stimuli stamping the deficit as an increased forgetting rate).

2. Procedure:
- Initial Encoding: Put the test item sheet on table in front of patient and say “Please copy these 6 items”.
Observe their copying organization, accuracy and completion (remind to copy the words too if they do
not).
- Incidental Recall: When they have copied all items, remove stimulus sheet, give blank paper & say
“Now draw them from memory!” (Observe patient’s reaction to this unexpected demand).
- Drilling to Criterion: You now need to decide whether they have encoded enough items to be able to
test for lossed over a delay period. Correctly drawing 5 or more items is preferred. If their incidental
recall was less than 5, then “drill” them to try to get them above 4 items. To do this, show them the test
item sheet but tell them to study the items (not copy them), and tell you when they are ready to try and
draw them from memory again. (Observe how long they take, eg. impulsiveness leads to rapid superficial
scanning and no improvement in recall). Note that some patients with severe attentional problems will
not be able to reach criterion, so a lower number of items may need to be accepted to test for delay.
Generally it is futile trying to drill more than 5 times, and such patients have proved their attentional,
motivation, affective, or arousal systems are not working properly. Once you feel they have enough items
registered, go on.
- Delay Stage: warn the patient that in about 20-30 mins you will ask them to reproduce all the items
again. After distracting them with other history, examination or tests for the delay time (30 minutes is
preferable since normal aged will retain all items easily over this period, but if time is short, smaller time
intervals would suffice), then re-test them.
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- Recognition testing: if patient recalls fewer than all six items, present the recognition sheet and say
“Please look at all these items one at a time, and tell me if it was one of those you learned before”.
Note the confidence (eg speed of response, other comments) and certainty shown, as well as total correct,
and any intrusion errors for non-stimulus items, “near-misses” etc.
- Scoring: it is simplest to draw a table with column headings: WORDS, SHAPES, and rows for scores
under each of these for: COPY, INCIDENTAL, DRILL 1, DRILL 2, … , (as many as are needed to reach
criterion), DELAY 30’, and RECOGNITION. The total correct are put under the correct column.
Comments about incorrect approximations, etc can be put alongside the rows.

Interpretation
-Incidental Recall: normal is 4-5 even up to age 85 years. Patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease
(PRAD) usually do much more poorly (“rapidly forget”) with an average of 1 item only (often the
“mushroom” shape or last word they wrote). Patients with attentional difficulties (eg frontal dementias)
also register items poorly, but usually do better than PRAD patients. Attentional difficulties impair their
“planning to remember” abilities, so encoding is inefficient (and this should also be obvious during
drillling).
- Drilling: normals rarely need more than 1 drilling trial. PRAD patients tend to do better when prepared
for recalling these immediately but may take a couple of trials, and usually show improvement with
drilling. Frontal patients (or those with significant attentional deficits) seem to superficially study the
items, and often produce idiosyncratic or stereotyped forms of their own, benefitting minimally from re-
drilling since they do not detect their own errors, and do not attempt to improve their performance.
- Delayed Recall: 30 min recall is usually perfect in healthy aged up to 75 years (both sexes). Subjects over
75 years usually recall at least 5 of the 6 items at 30 minutes spontaneously.
- Recognition: will aid normals who usually show confidence and familiarity, and may berate themselves
for not getting them. PRAD patients show variable improvement, but often have lost the items
completely, and will select non-test items (“intrusions”), and often those showing no similarity to actual
test items. They may also forget the total number and select more than 3. Attentional difficulties are
usually associated with preserved recognition, often showing a marked improvement over their
spontaneous recall. If this is suspected, more difficult tests are usually required to demonstrate this
“retrieval” deficit convincingly. Frontal patients may may “near miss” errors or select non-test items
confidently.
- Material specificity: PRAD and attentional deficit syndromes usually affect both visual and verbal test
items, but early on, PRAD patients may tend to forget words > shapes, and at this stage their recognition
is often better (ie. can use practical aids), but later only their copy is good, and recall in all forms is
inadequate (which may correlate with needing daily supervision).


